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Re: File Reference No. 1620-100
Grant Tbornton
Thornton LLP
LLP appreciates the opportunity
opportunity to comment on the proposed Statement,
Amnirrmts
A
mendrents to
to FA SB InterpretatinnNo
Interpretation No. 46(R).
46(R). We believe that a consolidation
consolidation model that
requires consideration
of
power
or
control
would
be
an
improvement
consideration
control
improvement over the current
requirements for consolidation
consolidation of a variable interest entity based solely on economic
economic risks and
rewards. However,
However, the remainder of this letter discusses our significant concerns about the
costs, benefits, clarity, or operationality
F ASB
operationality of some of the proposed
proposed amendments to FASB
Interpretation 46 (revised December
December 2003), Consdidatim
Consolidation ifVariaHe
of VariableInterest
Interest Entities.
Entities.Tberefore,
Therefore,
we suggest that the F
ASB consider working with the International Accounting Standards Board
FASB
(IASB) to expeclitiously
of
expeditiously complete a comprehensive converged consolidation
consolidation standard instead of
trying to patch Interpretation 46(R). Until the completion
completion of a converged standard,
standard,
transparency of financial
financial reporting could be improved
improved through expanded disclosure
requirements for certain enterprises involved with variable
variable interest entities.
Specific comments
comments
[Except at noted, paragraph numbers refer to exiting or proposed
proposed paragraphs in Interpretation
46(R).]
Responses to questions in
in the Notice for Recipients
Recipients

Qiestim
1. Wzll
pmpaed State1rmt III'X?t
prrje:t's djectiw;
Question!.
Will the proposedStatement
meet the project's
objectives to inprme
irnproie finandd
financial reporting by enterprises
imduxl
prmide rmre
involved 71ith
with mriaHe
variable interest entities and
and to provide
more relemnt
releixnt and
and rrdUd:ie
reliable irfanratim
information to users if
offinandd
financial
statenrnts?
statements?
As previously inclicated,
of
indicated, we believe that a consolidation
consolidation model that includes consideration
consideration of

power or control would be an improvement over the current requirements for consolidation
of
consolidation of
a variable
variable interest entity based solely on economic risks and rewards. However, we
we believe
believe the
the
concerns identified in the remainder of letter about the costs, benefits, clarity or operationality
of some of the proposed
proposed amendments need to be addressed.
Inconsistent treatment of kick-out rights
For
For a qualitative
qualitative assessment of power under proposed
proposed paragraph
paragraph 14A(a), substantive kick-out

rights would be considered only if they could be unilaterally exercised by a single enterprise
(including its related panies).
parties). Proposed
Proposed footnote Isb
15b would preclude applying this new
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limitation on the consideration of kick-out rights outside of the analysis required under
proposed paragraph 14A(a). Accordingly, the Exposure Draft does not propose to amend the
existing guidance in paragraphs B
18 through B21
B18
B21 to limit the consideration
consideration of kick-out
kick-out rights
on the determination
determination of whether fees paid to a decision maker should be considered a variable
interest in a variable interest entity. Because of the inconsistent guidance on the consideration
of kick-out
kick-out rights,
rights, an arrangement with a decision maker might not be considered
considered a variable
interest in an entity under paragraphs B
19 through B21,
B19
B21, even though that same arrangement
would otherwise identify the decision maker as
as the primary beneficiary under proposed
A.
paragraph 14 A
Under proposed paragraphs 14A and 14C, an enterprise would be required to consider whether
is the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity only if the enterprise has a variable
it is
interest in that entity.
entity. Therefore, a decision maker whose only involvement
involvement with an entity is
is not a variable interest under paragraphs B
B19—
B21 solely
through an arrangement that is
19- B21
because of substantive kick-out rights held by multiple parties
parties would not be required to
to
consider whether the entity is
is a variable interest entity or whether the arrangement would
identify the decision maker as the primary beneficiary if the entity is
is a variable interest entity.
We recommend that kick-out
kick-out rights
rights be treated consistently throughout Interpretation 46(R).
We also believe there needs to be consistency in the consideration
consideration of substantive kick-out rights
between voting interest entities under EITF Issue 04-5,
04-5, "Determining Whether a General
General
Partner, or the General Partners as
as a Group, Controls a Limited Partnership
Partnership or Similar Entity
When the Limited Partners Have Certain Rights"
Rights" and variable interest entities under
Interpretation
Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) to avoid structuring opportunities.
opportunities.
Significant variable interest

The proposed amendment to paragraph 6 of Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) would define a significant
variable interest as
as one that is
is significant to either the variable interest entity or to the reporting
enterprise itself. Therefore, a reporting enterprise that has an interest in an entity that is
significant to the entity but not to the enterprise (a)
(a) would not quality for the exception
exception to the
application
application of Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) to that entity provided in paragraph 6 and (b)
(b) would be
required to provide the expanded disclosures that the proposed amendments to Interpretation
46(R) would require
require for an enterprise with a significant variable interest in a variable interest
entity. However, if the interest is
is not significant to the variable
variable interest entity itself, regardless
of whether it is
significant
to
the
reporting
enterprise,
it
is
that the enterprise
is
is unlikely
unlikelythat
enterprise would
have the ability to obtain the information necessary:
• To determine whether or not an
an entity isis aa variable
variable interest entity and therefore
therefore within the
scope of Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) and the FSP's disclosure requirements
requirements
•* To provide some of
of the disclosures
disclosures that would be required under the proposed FSP
FSP
Obtaining such information about an entity is
is often difficult
difficult even for enterprises that hold
interests that are
are significant to the entity.
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Therefore, we recommend clarifying that the significance of a variable interest should be
determined
determined in relation to the variable interest entity, not in relation to the reporting enterprise,
for the application of Interpretation 46(R)'s guidance on consolidation
consolidation and disclosure. Such a
for
mitigate our concerns about the extensive
extensive proposed disclosures
clarification could also help mitigate
variable interest entity in which an enterprise
enterprise has a significant
that would be required for any variable
significant
variable interest even if the enterprise's only involvement with or exposure to the risks of that
is as
as a passive investor. (See
(See our
our responses to
to question 8.)
entity is
8.)

significance of an interest is
is not
not
We suggest that the Board also consider clarifying that the significance
monetary value of that interest. For
For example, if the rights and obligations of
based solely on the monetatyvalue
of
as the primaty
primary beneficiaty
beneficiary of
an interest
interest in an entity could identify the holder of that interest as
assets., liabilities
liabilities and operations would be material to the holder's
holder's
that entity, and the entity's assets,
financial statements, then the interest would be significant
significant even if the monetaty
monetary
consolidated financial
value of the interest itself
itself would not be considered material.
Question2.
What ca;ts
costs dn;m
do you expoct
expect to incur
incurif'the
pmfxsed Staterrmt
Statement in its current
Question
2. Wl.i1t
ifthe Board'uew
Bruni urn: to ust&
Issue this proposed
current
formas a
a final
find Statwmt?
Statement? Howcould
further ral=
reduce the
the ca;ts
costs if
(/applying
these ra'jUiremmts
requirements uithout
tiithout
HawcaJd the Board
Bruniforther
applying these
si^nficandy
redwing
the
benefits
to
users
cffinancial
statements?
sigijimnt!:y reducing terxfits users iffimncid staterrmts?

Question 6 regarding proposed reconsideration
reconsideration requirements and
Please see our responses to Question
proposed disclosure requirements.
Question 8 regarding the proposed
more principlesbased appm:uh
approach to deremim
determinethe
theprirmry ktxficiary
beneficiary if
of
Question 3. The Board
Bruni decided to adopt aa rmre
principles·/wed
tunable interest
interest entity. Do)at
Do youbdiew
theprinciples
principles in
inparagraphs
14-14B if
cfInterpretation
46(R)t as
as
a wrialde
hdier.e the
paragraphs 14-14B
Interpretation 46(R),
a11El1<ied
amended by this proposed Statenmt,
Statement, are su/fidently
sufficiently dear and
and operational?

As previously inclicated,
indicated, we
we are concerned about the operationality
operationality of the proposed description
description
of
of
of a significant variable interest and the proposed
proposed adclition
addition of a new rule on consideration of
addition, we
we question whether the following elements of the proposed model
kick-out rights. In adclition,
sufficiently clear and operational:
operational:
are sufficiently

The right
receive benefits
benefits or
or the
the obligation to absorb losses
losses that could potentially be
• The
right to receive
entity
significant to the variable interest entity
14A, 16,
16, and 17
17 to an
an enterprise
enterprise with power over
over
• The applicability of proposed paragraphs 14A,
an entity but without a variable
variable interest in that entity
paragraph 17
17to aa group of related parties
parties that share
share power over
• The application of proposed paragraph
a variable
interest
entity
variable
Potentially significant benefits
obligations
benefits or obligations

condition in proposed
proposed paragraph 14A(b) requires clarification but may have
We believe that the conclition
significant unintended
unintended consequences even if clarified.
clarified. Except for prohibiting
prohibiting the use of the
analysis, the proposal would provide no guidance on how to assess whether the
quantitative analysis,
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right to receive
receive the benefits from an entity or the obligation to absorb the obligations of an
entity could potentially be significant
significant to that entity.

fee arrangements and management fee arrangements
arrangements that provide
compensation
Servicing fee
provide for compensation
at a fixed percentage are very common and in many of these arrangements substantive kick-out
kick-out
rights do not exist. Paragraph All
implementation guidance
All in Example 1 of the proposed
proposed implementation
appears to describe a transferor that is
is unable to determine whether or not a fixed servicing fee
benefits that could potentially
potentially be significant to the entity.
arrangement, by itself, would provide benefits
If
If the fee
fee arrangement
arrangement were the transferor's only interest in the entity, then the qualitative
analysis under proposed paragraph 14
A would not be conclusive
analysis
14A
conclusive and the quantitative analysis
would apply.
apply. However, we believe that such an arrangement could both
• Identifythe
Identifythe servicer or manager
manager as
as aa party with power over and a variable
variable interest in the
entity
• Provide benefits that have
have the
the potential to be
be significant to the entity, even though itit would
not absorb a majority of the variability
variability of the entity.
as the primary
Accordingly, the arrangement by itself would identify the servicer or manager as
beneficiary under proposed paragraph 14
14A
prohibit consideration
consideration of a quantitative analysis
A and prohibit
analysis
under proposed paragraph 14C, which if applied would result in a different
different conclusion on
consolidation. Therefore, we believe that a higher threshold
threshold needs to be established for
assessing an economic interest under paragraph 14A(b) in order
consolidation of many
order to avoid consolidation
entities for which consolidation
consolidation would not provide meaningful
meaningful financial statement presentation
or disclosure. We
condition in paragraph
We recommend that the Board explore alternatives
alternatives to the condition
14A(b) to develop a consolidation
consolidation model that would capture most of the variable interest
entities that should be consolidated
consequence of requiring
consolidated without the unintended consequence
consolidation of entities that most users
users would
would not expect to be consolidated. Alternatives for
consideration might include "the right to receive
receive significant
significant benefits or obligation to absorb
significant losses"
losses" or "a variable interest (or combination of variable interests) that would
absorb a significant amount of expected losses
losses or receive
receive a significant amount of expected
residual returns."
For example, consider a situation
trust may have the power
situation where the trustee of an irrevocable trust
to direct the significant activities of the trust and may receive a fee that is
is a fixed percentage of
of
the assets
assets in the trust. The fee
fee would be considered a variable interest in the trust under
paragraphs B
18- B21
B18—
B21 if the trustee cannot be kicked-out.
kicked-out. Depending
Depending on the trust's assets and
activities, that fee
fee arrangement mayor
may or may not potentially
potentially be significant to the trust. We are
concerned that the trustee would be identified as
as the primary beneficiary under proposed
paragraphs 14
B even
14A
Aand
and 14
14B
even though
though the
the trustee
trustee isisoperating
operating in
in aa purely
purely fiduciary
fiduciarycapacity
capacity and
and
it is
is apparent that the fee
fee arrangement would not expose the trustee to a majority or even a
significant amount of the variability of the trust.
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Clarify the applicability of paragraphs
paragraphs 14A, 16, and 17
17
Clarify

To
To determine
determine the
the primary
primary beneficiary of a variable interest
interest entity, proposed
proposed paragraph
paragraph 14A
14 A
would
would require an enterprise with a variable interest in a variable
variable interest
interest entity
entity to
to perform
pedorm aa
qualitative assessment,
assessment, and paragraphs 16 and
and 17 would require
require aggregation of
of the
the variable
interests held by related parties. An enterprise maybe
may be involved
involved with
with an entity
entity through
through an
an
arrangement
arrangement that is not considered
considered to be a variable interest in the entity. For
For example, an
arrangement may provide decision making ability with either no economic
economic interest
interest or
or a fee that
is significant to the entity but not
not a variable interest under paragraphs B 18-B23 of
of
46(R).
Interpretation 46(R).
We recommend
recommend that the Board clarify
clarify whether
whether such a reporting
reponing enterprise would be required
required to
apply paragraph 14A or would be included
included in a related party
party group under paragraphs 16 and
and 17,
17.
Such clarification is
is important
imponant because under
under the amended guidance, consolidation
consolidation of a variable
interest entity would consider
consider elements of power in addition
addition to
to the economic
economic benefits
benefits and risks
provided by variable interests in an entrty.
entity.
provided
We suggest that the Board also clarify, perhaps by example, how
how power
power could
could be assessed in a
related party group. For
For example, if the parties in a group that, in aggregate,
aggregate, hold power
power over
over an
variable interest entity are only related as de facto principles or
or agents under
under paragraph 16(d)(l),
16(d)(1),
could the guidance in paragraph 17
17 ever allow for a conclusion
conclusion that power
could
power is
is shared under
paragraph 14
14B
consolidate the entity?
proposed paragraph
B or must one of the group consolidate
Furthermore, we suggest that the discussion
discussion in paragraph
paragraph B23 of the proposed
Funhennore,
proposed basis for
conclusions relating to shared power
creation of an entity be included
power and involvement
involvement in the creation
included
implementation guidance so that it is
is not lost in the FASB
in authoritative implementation
F ASB Codification
Codification process.

Q<t5tim 4. The Brurd conduded that it umld Ix helpfiJ to prmide exarrples cftkeappliwtimcfthepriridpks
ifthe applimtian if the primples
you helieze
bdieiE that the exarrples
examples in
mAppendixA
in this proposed
propaed SStatement.
tatm=t. Do y:u
A ppendix A clearly
deariy m^tehc^
indicate how the principles
primples
inparagraphs
14-14B
of Interpretation 46(R), as arrmded
arrendedby
If
in
paragraphs 14J4B iflnterp"tf!latian
by this proposed
propaed Statement,
Statenmt, *wxM
umld be
Ix applied?
appliaL< If
net, please artiadate
articulate Wat
ishat additional ir{onmtian
irforrmtion or gHidarl(£
gadance is rm3"sary,
necessary, considering
rid:,
wnsiden"ng the hxsisfor
rnsis for the Board's
Brurd's
condusions.
conclusions.
applicatron of the proposed
We suggest that the Board provide additional examples on the application
amendments
amendments to illustrate their application to the follow common
common structures:
A fiduciary
fiducrary relationship.
relationship. We
We suggest
suggestthat
that the
the Board consider
consider clarifying
clarifying the
the application of
• A
14A and 14B
14B to a purely fiduciary
fiduciary relationship. For
For example,
example, the
proposed paragraphs 14A
trustee of an irrevocable trust may have
have the power to direct the significant activities
activities of the
fee that is
is a fixed percentage of the assets in the trust. The fee
fee would
trust and may receive a fee
variable interest in the trust under paragraphs B
B18—
B2 1 if the trustee
be considered a variable
18- B21
activities, that fee
fee arrangement
cannot be kicked-out. Depending on the trust's assets and activities,
may or may
may not potentially
potentially be significant to the trust. We
We are concerned
concerned that the trustee
mayor
identified as
as the primary beneficiary under proposed
proposed paragraphs 14A and 14
14B
even
would be identified
Beven
is apparent that the fee
though the trustee isis operating in a purely fiduciary capacity and it is
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arrangement would not expose the trustee to a majority or even a significant
significant amount of the
variability of the trust
trust..
• A single lessee
lessee leasing
leasing arrangement between entities under common control. Such
arrangements are
are very common,
common, especially among private entities that do not otherwise have
extensive exposure to or experience with the application of Intetpretation
Interpretation 46(R). We
recommend
recommend that the Board provide an example to illustrate the application of the proposed
amendment to paragraph 17
17 of the Intetpretation
Interpretation to the analysis of the related party group in
such a leasing
leasing arrangement. Otherwise, we
we believe that the proposed amendment to
paragraph 17
17 and the emphasis in proposed
proposed paragraph 14B
14B on power that is
is unshared are
likely to be attributed sufficient
sufficient weight to result in deconsolidation
deconsolidation of many such
arrangements which are
are currently consolidated under Intetpretation
Interpretation 46(R)
46(R)..
• A related party arrangement under paragraph 17.
17. (See
(See response to question 3)

Questionn 5.
prrpaed SStatement
taterrml retai~
for situations in 7ihi£h
5. This proposed
retains the quantitati7E
quantitative analysis for
i&hich an enterprise
atrmot determire
determine 7ihether
izhetker it is the primary
beneficiary throogh
through the qualitati7E
qmUtatiie a11ill)5is
analysis in
inpamgraph
cartnOt
prirmry lmfoiary
paral'Taph 14A <f
if
lmerpretation
prrpaed Statem:nt.
InAppendix
A, ea<h
Interpretation 46(R), as artl'!l1d!xl
amended by this proposed
Statement. In
Appendix A,
each exarr{!leeither
example either identifies a
pnrmry lmfoiary
pnrmry lmfoiary
ists ~
Bcurd
primary
benefidary ar
or aJrd:!udes
candudes that m
no primary
beneficiary ex
exists
throu$> a qualitati7E
qualitatiiE analysis. the
TheBoard
may ronsider
consider rerrming
remoung the quantitati7E
quantitative a11ill)5is
analysis for
determining7ihether
whether an
an enterprise is
is the pnrmry
primary benefiaary
rrny
for determining
lmfoiary
if
Do ycu
/;used on the prrpaed
(faa wridle
wriable interest entity. Do
you Wiele
believe that the quantitati7E
quantitatiie a11ill)5is
analysts is
is 11ffI3sary
necessary hosed
proposed
amended guidance far
determining the pnrmry
primary lmfoiarl
beneficiary? Do ycu
you Wiele
believe that the quantitati7E
quantitatite a11ill)5is
analysis uadd
would
artl'!l1d!xl
far determining
Ix
peifonml in rmny situations? J.l7hy
beperformsd
Why or uhy
uthy na?
not?
As inclicated
indicated throughout
throughout this letter, we
we have significant questions about the application
application of the
proposed qualitative assessment to determine the primary
primary beneficiary. The last sentence in
14B would seem to make the quantitative analysis
analysis in paragraph 14C unnecessary.
paragraph 14B
However,
However, it is
is not clear whether
whether it would always
always be possible to reach a conclusion
conclusion as
as to
to whether
certain variable interests such as
a
servicing
fee
arrangement
by
itself
could
provide
benefits
as
itself
that are
are potentially
potentially significant to the variable interest entity. In adclition,
addition, we
we note that the risks
and rewards model was
developed
to
address
the
clifficulry
of
identifying
the party
was developed
difficulty
party with power
or control over certain entities. Therefore, we
we support the proposal
proposal to retain the existing
economic risks
risks and rewards consolidation
consolidation model if the new qualitative assessment is
inconclusive. The Board could reconsider
reconsider whether the quantitative assessment isis necessary at a
later date after the qualitative assessment has been applied
applied in practice.

Question 6.
this prrpaed
6. Far
F'or the
the 11?aS011S
reasons stalRd
stated in paral'Taphs
paragraphs B6-B15
B6-B 15 if
of 'this
proposed Statmmt,
Statement, the Bcurd
Board da:idtxi
decided to
17Xfuire
require ongoing assessrrmlS
assessments to determire
determine 7ihether
ishether an entity is a wridle
variable interest entity and
and 7ihether
ishether an enterprise
is the primary
pnrmry benefiaary
/;w:fo:iary if
Do ycu
ongoing
of a wridle
i&naUe interest entity. Do
you agrre
agree uith
idth the Bcurd's
Board's daisian
decision to mJuire
require ongoing
assessments? If
If I'd,
not, please proude
reasons (COI1(£jJtUai
(conceptual ar
or a:heYuise)
otherwise) as to uhy:;rn
mhyyou disagrre
disagree uith
mth these
assessrrmlS?
prmide 11?aSans
17Xfuin:m:nlS
the proposed
prrpaed arrrndnmts
prrpaed Statement.
Statem:nt.
requirements ronsidering
considering all
all if
of 'the
amendments in this proposed
Ongoing reconsideration
reconsiderationand
andelimination
eliminationofofexception
exceptionfor
foroperating
operatinglosses
losses

proposed requirement for ongoing reconsideration
reconsideration of whether
whether an entiry
entity is
is a
We believe that the proposed
variable interest entity and of which party is
is the primary
primary beneficiaty
beneficiary of that entity, together
together with
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the elimination
elimination of the exception to reconsideration
reconsideration solely because the entity
entity incurred
incWTed operating
losses, will result in significant
significant additional
additional cost and
and effort,
effort, especially for
for private operating
Board's conclusion
conclusion that
that the benefits
benefits will outweigh
companies. We disagree with the Board's
outweigh the
significant costs and efforts
efforts required
required by the proposal.
proposal. In
In fact, we believe that
that in many
significant
proposed reconsideration
reconsideration requirements would
would not be operational.
circumstances the proposed
reporting enterprises with an interest in an operating entity have been able to
While many reporting
determine whether the entity is a variable interest entity using a qualitative analysis,
analysis, in our
determine
is not uncommon.
uncommon. Such a quantitative analysis
experience, the need for a quantitative analysis is
determination of the assessment-date
requires determination
assessment-date fair values of the entity and all the potential
variable interests in the entity and estimates of future operating cash flows. The analysis of a
operating entity can be especially difficult
difficult because there may not be readily available
private operating
determine the necessary fair values.
market inputs to determine
Under the proposed amendments, each enterprise with a significant interest in an operating
Under
operating
would be required
required to continuously
entity would
continuously monitor
monitor the status of that entity, including
including the fair
determine if the entity's classification
classification as a
values of that entity and all interests in that entity, to determine
variable interest entity or a voting interest entity has changed. Therefore, we believe that the
proposed
proposed reconsideration
reconsideration requirements would increase
increase the frequency of and reliance on
are variable interest
quantitative assessments, especially for private operating companies that are
entities earning income or voting interest entities incurring operating
operating losses. Compliance
Compliance with
the proposed reconsideration
reconsideration requirements would
would be especially
especially difficult
difficult and costly for many
reporting enterprises that are
are themselves operating companies that are
are not in the on-going
business of designing, selling, servicing,
servicing, or valuing the entities with which they are involved
involved and
do not have staff
with
the
ability
to
do
so.
staff
We question whether an enterprise would be able to comply
comply with the proposed requirements in
some circumstances at any cost. For
For every entity in which the reporting enterprise holds a
significant interest, the enterprise would be responsible for determining
determining the point in time at
which the status of a voting or variable interest entity changes as
as a result of normal operations
operations
using qualitative and quantitative assessments which the Board has
has acknowledged are imprecise
estimation tools. If the reporting enterprise
enterprise were to determine
determine that the status of an entity had
changed solely as
as a result of normal operations, we
we believe the enterprise would not be
be able to
to
respond to those questioning their judgments,
judgments, asking,
asking, "Why
"Whythis
this day?"
day?" "Why not the day
before, the week before, or the month before?"
before?" A reporting enterprise isis unlikely to have the
the
resources to update, on a daily basis,
basis, its
its assessments of entities with which it isis involved, even if
the enterprise had the ability to obtain the information necessary for the assessment
assessment on a daily
basis.
basis.
Our concerns about the proposed reconsideration requirements for determining whether an
entity isis a variable
variable interest entity also apply to the proposed
proposed on-going
on-going reconsideration of the
primary beneficiary determination, when that determination
determination isis based on a quantitative
quantitative
assessment under proposed
proposed paragraph 14C
14C or on the analysis
analysis of a related party group under
under
paragraph 17,
17, which might also require a quantitative assessment
assessment on reconsideration.
reconsideration.
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We recommend that the Board consider requiring an enterprise
enterprise with a significant interest or
involvement with an entity to reconsider whether or not that entity is
is a variable interest entity
when an identifiable event occurs that could change
change the entity's status as
as a voting or variable
variable
interest entity.
entity. Similarly,
Similarly, a reporting enterprise
enterprise should only reconsider whether it is
is the primary
beneficiary of a variable interest entity when an identifiable
identifiable event occurs that could change
change the
determination of primary beneficiary. Such events
events would include, but not be limited to, the
current list of reconsideration events in paragraphs 7 and 15
15 of Interpretation 46(R). We
support the proposed elimination of the exception to reconsideration for troubled debt
restructuring. However, for practicability reasons,
reasons, we recommend that reconsideration not be
required solely because
because of operating income or losses,
losses, although the effects of operations should
be considered whenever an identifiable
reconsideration
event occurs.
identifiable
Question?,
Do you 1xdie1.e
bdieie that any exaptions
exceptions to this propaed Statenrnt shadd I:e mulefor primte ar naJar·
Q.te;tion
7. Do)CU
prrfit entities?
Ifso,
profit
entities? If
so, please artiadate
articulate the <XJrKefltual
conceptuali=is
basisand
and reasons
reasonsfar
for the
theexaptions.
ex, ceptions.
Private entities

We do not support providing a blanket exception to the application of Interpretation
Interpretation 46(R)
46 (R)to
to
private entities or by private enterprises.
to
enterprises. Our
Our concerns with the proposed amendments apply
applyto
public and nonpublic entities and enterprises.
Not-for-profit organizations
organizations

Currently, not-for-profit organizations determine which for-profit
for-profit and not-for-profit entities to
consolidate based on the guidance
ntities by
by
guidance in Statement of Position 94-3,
94-3, ReportingcfRelated
Reporting of Related E
Entities
NotJar-Prcfo
A Audit and Accounting Guide,
Not-for-Profit ar,pnizations,
Organizations, or on similar guidance
guidance in the AlCP
AICPA
Health CAre
Care O]pnizations,
Organizations, not based on the guidance in Interpretation 46(R). In addition, notfor-profit
for-profit organizations are not subject to consolidation as
as variable interest entities unless
unless used
by a for-profit entity to circumvent the provisions of Interpretation 46(R).
46(R).
We do not believe
believe that the FASB should remove the exception for not-for-profit organizations
provided
of
provided in paragraph 4(a)
4(a) to Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) as
as part of this project. The possibility of
such an expansion of the scope was
was not considered in Board meetings leading up to the
Exposure Draft, is
is not included
included in any of the proposed
proposed amendments to Interpretation 46(R),
and is
is not discussed
discussed in the proposed Basis for Conclusions for the proposed amendments.
Asking one question in the Notice for Recipients
Recipients is
is not sufficient
sufficient due process for such a
change.
Many not-for-profit
ASB
not-for-profit organizations are Jikelyto
likely to be unaware
unaware of this question because
because the F
FASB
as relevant to not-for-profit organizations.
has not publicized this project or Exposure Draft as
Furthermore, we
we question whether such organizations currently understand the concepts
underlying Interpretation 46(R), such as
as variability,
variability, variable
variable interests, and subordinated financial
support, well enough to consider how they would be applied to the consolidation
consolidation by and of
of
not-for-profit
not-for-profit organizations.
The determination of whether an entity is
is a variable interest
interest entity under Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) isis
based on the sufficiency
equity investment at risk."
sufficiency and characteristics of the entity's"
entity's "equity
risk" However,
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according to
to the
the definition of a not-for-profit
not-for-profit organization
organization in FASB
F ASB Statement 117, Financial
Finandal
Staterrents
rfNoc-far-Prrfit
Or;pnizations,
one
of
the
characteristics
that
distinguish
a
not-for-profit
Statements of Not-for-Profit Organizations, one of the
from a business enterprise is the "absence of
of ownership interests like those of
of
organization from
business enterprises." Therefore, many if not
not most not-for-profit organizations would
would likely be
subject to consolidation
variable interest entities subject
consolidation under
under Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) rather than
than under
94-3. We believe that the Board has not communicated
communicated the nature or
the guidance in SOP 94-3.
extent of the potential change or how it would improve financial reporting by and of not-forprofit organizations in a manner that would encourage or
profit
or allow not-for-profit
not-for-profit organizations
and other constituents to provide informed responses to the question in the Notice for
For example, the proposed
proposed implementation guidance in Appendix A of the
Recipients. For
Exposure Draft does not include any examples to illustrate the application of the proposed
guidance to not-for-profit organizations. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the Exposure Draft proposes extensive
extensive
disclosure requirements that appear to be based on an assumption that involvement with a
variable interest entity is
is inherently different
different and more risky than similar involvements with
entities. It
is not clear why these expanded disclosures should be required for not-forother entities.
It is
profit organizations
organizations solely because they are designed to operate
operate without equity investors.
profit
46(R) to not-for-profit organizations
organizations should
We believe that the extension of Interpretation 46(R)
only be addressed as
part
of
a
project
to
reconsider
consolidation
of
and
by not-for-profit
as
consolidation
not-for-profit
organizations on a comprehensive basis.
8. F
Financial
statement users indicat£d
indicated that the ir{arrmtion
information c/isda;ed
disclosed in aa:ordarxe
accordance uith
ixith Interpretation
Interpretation
Question 8.
imndal statmmt
46(R) abrut
about an enterprise's
enterprises im.dwrent
imdiermni ar
or im.dW17!J1ts
inwkements uith
w,th mrialie
iztriatte interest entities am
and the assaiat£d
associated risks
often insufficient
insufficient am
and untimdy.
untimely Do
you I:elier.e
believethe
disclosure requirenmts
requirements in this fJ'
proposed
Statement
are rfien
Do}W
the c/isda;we
tDPCSed S
tatel'rln address
tha;e
?
those =
concerns?

Many of the proposed disclosure
ASB Staff
AS 140-e
disclosure requirements in the proposed F
FASB
Staff Position F
FAS
and FIN
FIN 46(R)-e, "Disclosures about Transfers of Financial Assets and Interests in Variable
Interest Entities," are identical to the requirements in the exposure draft of the proposed
proposed
Statement to amend Interpretation 46(R).
46(R). Our comment letter dated October 15,
15, 2008 on the
proposed FSP
FSP discusses
discusses our recommendations that the Board

Define the
the term
term sponsar.
sponsor.
•• Define
Clarify the criteria
criteria for
for aggregation
aggregationof
of disclosures
disclosures in
in proposed
proposed paragraph
paragraph 22B.
22B.Specifically,
Specifically, we
we
• Oarifythe
believe the Board should explain
material
explain whether there isis a substantive difference between"
between "material
information" and the proposed replacement language:
language: "useful incremental information to
to
financial statement
users."
statement users."
• Eliminate
Eliminate the
the proposed
proposed conditions
conditions in
in footnote
footnote 17
17to
to paragraph
paragraph 23
23 that
that would
would limit
limit the
the
disclosure exception for a primary beneficiary that also
also holds a majority of the voting
interests in the variable
variable interest entity.
entity.
• Eliminate
Eliminate the
the requirement
requirement in
in proposed
proposed paragraph
paragraph nqa)
22C(a) to
to disclose
disclose "whether
"whether aa different
different
assumption or judgment could have
have reasonably been made that would result in a different
different
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conclusion." We
guess"
We think it would not be appropriate to require an enterprise to "second guess"
its financial reporting judgments
judgments in the disclosures
disclosures or to undertake the additional cost and
effort
effort to develop such disclosures.
Those recommendations also apply to the Exposure Draft of the proposed Statement. In
addition.
addition, we
we recommend that the Board address the following
following concerns about the proposed
disclosure requirements
requirements in the Exposure Draft of the proposed
proposed Statement:
• We
We do
do not support requiring aa primary beneficiary to provide the disclosures proposed in
paragraph 23(a). (See
(See our response to question 9.)
9.) We
"Wealso
alsodo
donot
notsupport
support requiring
requiringthe
the
holder
holder of a significant variable interest or sponsor
sponsor of a variable interest entity to disclose the
cartying
position of the
carrying amount and classification in the enterprise's statement of financial position
variable interest held.
held. It isis not clear why an interest in a variable interest entity should be
highlighted by separate disclosure while identical interests in voting interest
interest entities are not.
not.
of
• Proposed paragraph 23(e)
23(e) would require the
the primary beneficiary to disclose the fair value of
the consolidated
variable
interest
entity's
financial
assets
and
financial
liabilities.
Because
the
consolidated
financial
proposed
nonpublic reporting
proposed amendments to Interpretation 46(R)
46(R) would apply to nonpublic
enterprises, we
provided under FASB
F ASB
we recommend that the exception to fair value disclosures provided
Statement 126,
Disclosures abrut
Fimnciallnstntm?nts
126, Exenptions
Exemptions from
from Certain Requiml
RequiredDisclosures
about Financial
Instruments for Certain
Nanpublic
E ntities, also be applied to the disclosures under
proposed paragraph 23(e).
NonpuUicEntities,
under proposed

of the concept of
of qualifying
qualifying special purpose entities would impose
• The proposed elimination of
the extensive disclosure requirements on a passive investor
investor in a formerly qualifying special
purpose entity even if the investor has no additional exposures to or involvement
involvement with that
entity. It is
is not clear why such investors in formerly qualifying
qualifying special purpose entities or
similar entities
Interpretation 46(R), which
entities should
should provide the proposed disclosures under Interpretation
could imply that any and all
all investments in a variable interest entity are inherently riskier
than an investment in an entity that is
is not a variable interest entity.

Q:iestion 9. Shadd
requiml or permitted
pemitted to I:e
Question
Shouldthe elmmts
elements if
of a consaidated
consolidated mriaHe
lariable interest entity I:e
be required
be dassi/ied
classified
separatelyfrom
from a:her
other elmmts
elements in an enterprise's fimrri:d
financial statem?nls?
statements?
We do not support requiring separate classification
classification of the elements of a variable interest entity
in the consolidated
consolidated financial
financial statements. Many consolidated
consolidated variable interest entities are
functionally similar to other entities that are consolidated as
interest entities. Classifying
Oassifying
as voting interest
the elements of a consolidated variable
consolidated financial
variable interest entity separately in the consolidated
statements could misrepresent the significance
of
the
variable
interest
entity
significance
entity in relation to the
significance of other consolidated subsidiaries
subsidiaries that are
are not variable interest entities.
For
23(a) for
For the reason cited above, we do not support the proposed
proposed requirement in paragraph 23(a)
a primary beneficiary to disclose,
classification
disclose, on an on-going basis,
basis, the cartying
carrying amount
amount and classification
of a consolidated
consolidated statement of
of
consolidated variable interest entity's assets and liabilities in the consolidated
financial position.
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Additional
Additional comments
Transition, paragraph
paragraph 6 of the Exposure
Exposure Draft

We suggest that the transition
Draft be clarified
clarified as
transition guidance in paragraph 6 of the Exposure Draft
indicated: "If an enterprise is
is required to initially consolidate an entity upon the implementation
implementation
ofthis
,"
of this Statement",
Statement...."
Proposed Example 7,
7, paragraph A85

Paragraph
as a variable
variable interest holder.
holder,
Paragraph ASS
A85 should identify the third party
party guarantor
guarantor as
Proposed Example 8,
8, paragraph A91
A91

We recommend
Company B are not related parties
recommend that the facts state that Company
Company A and Company
llilder
under paragraph 16
16 of Interpretation
Interpretation 46(R).
Proposed paragraph
paragraph A32(b)
was
There isis a typographical error in proposed paragraph
paragraph A 32(b): "The
"The oitransaction was
marketed
.... "
marketed...."

Proposed amendment to
to paragraph 16
16 of FSP
FSP FIN
FIN 46(R) - 6

We question
effective date provision
provision for FSP FIN
question whether
whether the proposed amendment
amendment to the effective
FIN
Board's intension. As
46(R) - 6 correctly reflects the Board's
As drafted, the proposed amendment
amendment to
paragraph 16
16 of the FSP would require an enterprise to apply the guidance in the FSP
prospectively
to all
(including newly created entities) with which that enterprise first
prospectivelyto
all entities (including
becomes involved
involved either

of the first reporting period
period beginning after Jllile
June 15,2006,
15, 2006, or
• Beginning the first day of
FASB Statement No. 16X,Arrmdmmts
16X, A rreridirEnts toFASB
to FA SB Interpretation
Interpretation. 46(R).
• Upon adoption of FASB
46(R).
under the amended
amended effective date provision,
provision, the FSP would
Therefore, llilder
would not apply to an entity
with which the enterprise first became involved before the first day of the first reporting period
beginning
June 15,2006.
15, 2006.
beginning after Jllile
Ratherthan
paragraph 16
Rather than change any of the currently exiting text in paragraph
16 of the FSP, we suggest that
paragraph:
the following be added to the end of that paragraph:

applythe
However, an enterprise shall apply
the guidance in this FSP prospectivelyto
prospectively to all entities
with which the enterprise is
after the adoption of FASB
F ASB Statement No.
is involved on or after
No.
\(^AnKndmmtstoFASBIr^erpr^aticinNa
16)(,
A rrmdmmts to FA SB InterpretationNa 46(R). Accordingly, the guidance in this FSP
shall be applied in any initial or subsequent assessments required under
llilder Interpretation
46(R) as
as of a date on or after the effective
effective date of Statement 16X.
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We appreciate the opportunity
opportunity to comment
comment on the proposed
proposed Statement
Statement and would
would be pleased
to discuss our
our comments
comments with Board
Board members or
or the FASB
F ASB staff.
staff. If
If you have any questions,
to
please contact
contact MarkScoles,
Mark Scoles, Partner, Accounting Principles Consulting
Consulting Group,
Group, at 312.602.8780.
312.602.8780.
Very truly yours,
Thomton LLP
LLP
/ s/ Grant Thornton
/s/

Grant
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Thornton LLP
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